DIMS (Drug Information Management System)
A product of ITmedicus

REGISTRATION FORM FOR DIMS ONLINE GATEWAY ACCESS
DIMS drug database - the most up to date and comprehensive source of locally approved drug
information.

DIMS Gateway Online:
DIMS has a powerful and flexible “Online Gateway” engine that enables quick access to
comprehensive and relevant information of your company products for adding, editing, updating
and correcting your company drug information. Pharmaceutical company can incorporate their own
formularies into DIMS Gateway to increase wide accessibility of shared information through a single
resource platform.
Some of the key benefits of DIMS Gateway Online include:
All name of your brand can be incorporated by yourself. You will able to edit, add, delete and
update your existing drug brands, their strength, formulation and price & package.
When you have new or upcoming products that are waiting for doctor’s prescription, you can add
them in advance.
You can also view and add any new or missing products, can request or suggest on your products.

Company Information:
Company Name: ___________________________ License Number: __________________________
Contact Information:
Address: __________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _____________Fax: _____________Mobile: _____________Email: ___________________

Representative Information:
First Name: ________________

Middle Name: _____________Last Name: ____________

Designation: ___________________________
Contact Information:
Phone: ___________Fax: ______________Mobile: __________Email: _____________________
Mailing Address: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Terms of use and confidentiality agreement:
I CERTIFY THAT:
●
●

●
●

●
●

I am authorized by my company to access the DIMS database for the sole purpose of
monitoring and entering new drugs data of our company.
I understand that I am responsible for the security and conf identiality of the information
available to me and agree to use the ‘DIMS Gateway’ only for the purpose of providing new
brand info or evaluating the existing drugs information of my company.
I agree not to disclose any data or protected drug information to any unauthorized person
or party.
I agree that I will not share my user account information, login name or password with any
person, regardless of whether that person is also an authorized person of my company
without notifying the authority of ITmedicus.
I agree to notify the ITmedicus staff immediately of any changes in my professional
credentials and of any changes in my name, contact information.
ITmedicus will be able to use my logo at their website as DIMS gateway connected company
and I will inform my company about that and send soft copy of logo to ITmedicus for this
purpose.

Declaration:
I hereby attest that all the information contained in this request form is accurate and complete. I
understand the terms of access and confidentiality for the DIMS drug database and I will abide by
these terms. Violation of any of the terms of this agreement may result in revocation of access to
the DIMS database.

Applicant information:
(*Applicant and representative must not be same person)

Name:
Designation:

Signature of the applicant with seal & date

Note:
1. To ensure that Applicant is allowed to send application on behalf of the company; official
document need to be submitted along with this application.
2. Send this application form to
ITMEDICUS
House # 78, Road # 7/A, Dhanmondi R/A, Dhaka-1209, Bangladesh.
3. We will send you a confirmation letter if your application is accepted.

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Date Received: ______________________ Registration approved: _________Yes _________No
Determination By (name): _______________________Signature: _________________________
Date: ______________________________

